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I and U asymmetry. The case of Camuno Vowel Harmony 

This abstract proposes an analysis of element asymmetry in a process of height harmony, in which 

the high vowels /i/ and /u/ behave in a different fashion. In the dialect spoken in Valle Camonica (in 

the northeastern part of Brescia province, northern Italy), mid vowels (e, ɛ, o, ɔ) are raised to high 

before a following high vowel. The process is regressive and myopic, as it spreads its effect leftwards 

from vowel to vowel. The Camuno height harmony (hereafter CHH) shows an asymmetry depending 

on which high vowel activates the process. When /i/ acts as a trigger, all mid-vowels are raised, while 

triggering /u/ affects only back mid-vowels. Finally, /a/ is opaque, as it is never affected by rising. In 

the following table the diminutive -í/-íno and the augmentative -ú/-úno are used to show stem-internal 

alternations. 

(1) TARGET VOWEL    BASE FORM        DIMINUTIVE        AUGMENTATIVE 

e                     “church”            ʧézɔ                ʧizínɔ                  ʧezúnɔ 

ɛ                     “bed”                  lɛt                  lití                       lɛtú 

ɛ…ɛ               “cap”                  bɛrɛt               birití                    bɛrɛtú 

o                     “knot”                gróp               grupí                   grupú 

o…o               “tomato”            pondór           pundurí               pundurú 

o…ɛ               “mouse”             horɛk             hurigí                   horegú 

e…o               “hare”                légor               legurínɔ              legurúnɔ 

This type of asymmetry usually falls within the scope of contrast in the sense of Dresher (2009): /i/ 

and /u/ are both high, but they may have a different status in the hierarchical contrastive structure of 

Camuno vowel system. The goal of this abstract is to formalize CHH asymmetry while further 

developing some aspects of the Contrastive Hierarchy Theory (Dresher 2009 and his collaborators), 

Rather than binary features, unary elements will be applied as basic melodic building block. 

Dresher's Contrastive Hierarchy Theory (CHT) is based on the Contrastivist Hypothesis (Hall 2007) 

which relates systemic (contrastive) properties of static inventories to active phonological processing: 

the only features that can be phonologically active are those that serves to distinguish phonemes.  

In CHT, hierarchical contrastive relations between primes is represented by a tree generated by the 

Successive Division Algorithm (SDA). At any given node the algorithm divides the inventory into 

two sets by some feature. The procedure is repeated until every set has only one member, which 

means that every phoneme has been distinguished.  

The SDA distinguish those features that are contrastive in a language (i.e. phonologically active, 

following the Contrastivist Hypothesis) from those that are not. Assuming binary features, the process 

of Camuno Height Harmony is represented as spreading of the feature [+high] from the trigger to the 

target.  

Since /i/ and /u/ display different behaviour, they should have different specifications for the feature 

[+high]: the fact that this feature is not spread from u to /e,ɛ/ means that it is not contrastive in u while 

it surely is in /i/. That cannot be true, though, since [+high] does spread from /u/ to /o,ɔ/. This is 

paradoxical, since the feature [+high] must be both contrastive and non-contrastive in /u/. Hence, in 

its current formulation, Dresher's theory cannot account for the harmonic pattern of CHH.  

Below an alternative analysis of this asymmetry is proposed that keeps the general architecture of 

Dresher's theory, namely the SDA, but uses Elements instead of binary features as melodic primes. 

In an Element-based perspective, processes of vowel rising are represented as |A| delinking, rather 

than a case of spreading: mid vowels raise because they lose their |A| Element under the influence of 

the following vowel, which is lacking |A|. 

Consider the contrastive structure below. For the sake of exposition, the tree does not distinguish 

ATR values for mid vowels, which play no role in the pattern studied. 
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In syntax, c-command specify whether two items "see each other": if X c-commands Y, it may impose 

some of its properties or include Y as an argument, while the reverse is not true. 

For CHH, in [/e,ɛ/, /o,ɔ/_i] the |I| of the segment /i/ “sees” all mid vowels and can delink their |A|. 

The same goes for [o,ɔ_u]. On the other hand in, front-mid vowels are out of /u/ scope, since its 

element |U| does not c-command nor dominate /e,ɛ/ node. The harmony domain is defined by this 

concept scope and harmony restrictions are imposed by the head: |A| in mid vowels must be delinked 

when followed by a vowel without |A|. Note that /a/ is not affected by raising, since its node is outside 

the scope of both |I| and |U| 

In Dresher's graphs hierarchy only distinguishes contrastive from non-contrastive features. This 

distinction then influence phonological computation through the assumption of the Contrastivist 

Hypothesis. On the other hand, the graph in (2) does not informs us about the contrastiveness of a 

given element in a segment (i.e. whether A is contrastive for a segment or not), but it confine the 

applicability of CVH: |I| has scope over all mid-vowels, while |U| can see only back mid-vowels. The 

hierarchical graph and phonological processing are linked through scope (c-command), and not by 

the Contrastivist Hypothesis 

Given the Camuno data and the analysis proposed, two aspects of this approach remain to be 

discussed. First of all, the formal properties of the Element-based graph under (2) need to be 

examined: one of those properties is that SDA-base Element trees always generate an empty vowel, 

i.e. a terminal node whose path contains only “x”. This was already noted by Dresher (2014; 12). 

Possible interpretations of this property will be discussed in the talk. Secondly, it remains to be seen 

whether this system is able to describe the patterns that are successfully analysed by Dresher's system. 

It may turn out that scope alone is not enough, which means that scope relations behave as a “plug-

in” to Dresher system, only completing it. This matter will also be discussed.  
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The tree is obtained applying the successive 

division of Elements. At each node the inventory 

is divided into two sets according to the presence 

or the absence (marked by "x") of the Element at 

hand. The composition of a segment is the 

collection of all Elements contained in the path 

from the terminal node to the first node: /i/ 

contains only |I|, /ø/ contains |I|, |U|, |A| etc. In this 

graph Elements are hierarchically positioned 

regarding on their behaviour: the |I| contained in 

/i/ scopes over all mid vowels in terms of c-

command, a formal property of trees borrowed 

from syntax that defines the relationship among 

items in a structure.  

 


